Among the Boston gentry who had their portraits painted by the fashionable artist John Smibert were the three children of James Pemberton-Hannah, Mary, and Samuel. Very stylish portraits they were, done in the English manner, the girls with curls over their shoulders and young Samuel smartly dressed and wigged. The canvases are all of a size, and from the ages of the subjects, who were born in 1715, 1717, and 1723 respectively, it is apparent that they were painted at the same time-probably a few years before Hannah's marriage to Benjamin Colman ii in 1739. This style, though so nearly outworn in 
wigged. The canvases are all of a size, and from the ages of the subjects, who were born in 1715, 1717, and 1723 respectively, it is apparent that they were painted at the same time-probably a few years before Hannah's marriage to Benjamin Colman ii in 1739. These portraits have been continuously in the hands of various descendants of the Colman family until recently, when the Metropolitan Museum secured the one of Hannah Pemberton.
It is an excellent and typical Smibert and as such is a valuable addition to our collection, for Smibert is important in the history of American painting because of the considerable influence he had on our early native artists. When he arrived at Newport, Rhode Island, in 1729, he was already forty years of age and had behind him his training in England, three years of travel and study in Italy, and eight years of experience as a practising artist in London. Thus he brought to a colonial community all the authority of a mature artist whose style had been formed in the mother country.
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